HCS021114
Bread Slicer
W 1100mm x D 950mm x H 1780mm

Product Features

• Twin frame unit fitted with two independent motors
• Loaf guides incorporated into rear chute
• Twin variable weighted pusher design to suit soft and crusty breads
• Fitted with emergency stop button
• Standard with green start and red stop buttons
• Fitted with wheels for ease of cleaning
• V type stainless steel bagging spade fitted as standard
• Exit table fitted with adjustable loaf guides
HCS02114
Bread Slicer

Product Features
- Sandwich slice thickness 11mm
- Toast slice thickness 14mm
- Maximum loaf length 330mm
- Maximum loaf height 140mm
- Output approx 300 loaves per frame per hour

Note: Maximum output will vary depending on the crustiness of breads being sliced and condition of slicing blades. 300 loaves per hour is an average only.

Options:
- HCS12518 machines also available on request - 12.5mm & 18mm
- HCS1418 machines also available on request - 14mm & 18mm

Dimensions
Width: 1100mm
Depth: 950mm
Height: 1780mm
Nett weight: 300kg

Electrical Requirements
400-415V, 3P+N+E, 50Hz, 1.0kW
4pin 10amp plug

Additional Technical Information:
Power outlet to be located a minimum 1.5m off floor